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Abstract

Modern dialogue agents can broadly be cate-001
gorized as either chit-chat or task-oriented sys-002
tems. While the purpose of a chit-chat agent is003
to entertain and engage the user- lubricating the004
conversation, so to say-, the task-oriented chat-005
bot is dedicated to fulfilling specific requests006
(e.g., ticket booking). Current task-oriented007
agents produce precise but bland and uninterest-008
ing responses. While using such agents a user009
may interpose personal remarks, and the fail-010
ure of the agent to process and respond to such011
statements could be a put-off for the user. In012
this paper we propose a system that is persona-013
specific, can handle chit-chat utterances, and014
produces responses that add a human element015
to the conversation, while always remaining016
grounded on the task. Since current task-017
oriented datasets do not have persona-profiles,018
and do not consist of personalized remarks in019
utterances, we modify an existing dataset (Mul-020
tiWOZ 2.1) to suit our needs. We give a semi-021
automated dataset creation method that uses022
GPT-2 model trained on the PERSONA-CHAT023
dataset. A small subset of the obtained data is024
also manually crafted to acquire a gold standard025
data. Our framework is based on GPT-2, Graph026
Convolution Network (GCN) and Memory Net-027
work that is trained on this dataset to gener-028
ate persona-grounded task-oriented responses.029
Both automatic and manual evaluation show the030
effectiveness of our model and dataset1. Our031
proposed system achieves a BLEU score of032
12.12 on this new dataset.033

1 Introduction034

The recent rise in deep learning systems has made035

the modelling of both task-oriented and chit-chat036

dialogues increasingly reliable and human-like037

(Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020; Adiwardana et al., 2020).038

This phenomenon has become even more pro-039

nounced with the introduction of transformer based040

generative pre-trained language models like GPT041

1The codes and datasets will be made available

(Radford et al., 2018) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2019). 042

task-oriented systems aim to achieve high perfor- 043

mance in helping user achieve their goal (e.g., 044

travel booking). This is in contrast to the chit-chat 045

dialogue system where the user does not have a 046

specific goal but wants to have an engaging experi- 047

ence. With the increasing success of task-oriented 048

dialogue (TOD) systems, the next target of such 049

dialogue agents should be to engage the user along 050

with helping them achieve their goal. In real world 051

deployment of these TOD systems, the users may 052

sometimes even give casual remarks regarding their 053

preferences and persona, along with their goal 054

driven utterance. A system that just produces re- 055

sponses focused on goal oriented part of utterance 056

(ignoring the part of utterance containing such per- 057

sonalized remarks), would still be able to fulfill 058

the user requests, but the user experience would 059

suffer and the response could come off as dull or 060

even rude. On the other hand, if the TOD system 061

starts producing such remarks on their own when 062

the user just wants to achieve their goal, the ex- 063

perience might be off-putting and tedious to the 064

user. Thus a TOD system that also produces engag- 065

ing responses should adhere to the following con- 066

straints: (i). The system should produce engaging 067

responses only when the user shows an inclination 068

towards it (i.e when the user utters such remarks 069

first), (ii). These responses should be grounded on 070

some pre-assigned persona, so that the utterance 071

does not deviate to any unforeseen or unwanted 072

topic, (iii). The addition of such remarks in the 073

utterances should not hinder the completion of task 074

and should not increase the conversation length. 075

In this paper we propose steps to create such 076

persona-grounded engaging responses in an exist- 077

ing TOD dataset. These modified system responses 078

are more social and personalized, however they 079

also contain some unwanted utterances that are ir- 080

relevant and can be considered noisy. This noisy 081

dataset however, is usable for pre-training of a deep 082
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learning model. A small subset of this dataset is083

manually cleaned and modified to make the re-084

sponses more relevant. This small dataset is used085

for the purpose of fine-tuning our deep-learning086

model. Next, we build GPT-2 (Radford et al.,087

2019) based system that can model this dataset.088

The proposed system is effective at producing rel-089

evant task-oriented responses with correct values090

and intents, while at the same time being engaging091

and grounded in their persona.092

The contributions of this work are: (i). Novel093

task of generating human like chit-chat responses in094

a TOD system, where the responses are grounded095

on a persona-profile (ii). Novel semi-automated096

corpora creation method, (iii). A corpora consist-097

ing of task-oriented responses that are engaging098

but grounded on persona, and (iv). System that099

can effectively generate engaging task-oriented re-100

sponses while still being grounded on background101

data (task-oriented data) and persona-profile of the102

agent.103

2 Related Works104

Research in dialogue systems has progressed105

rapidly in the past few years. This has led to the de-106

velopment and release of several new datasets. For107

task-oriented dialogues, Dialogue State Tracking108

Challenge (DSTC) (Williams et al., 2015; Hen-109

derson et al., 2014) provides important resource110

for intent detection, action prediction and response111

generation tasks. Another important resource in112

the space of task-oriented systems is the Multi-113

WOZ corpora (Eric et al., 2019). Moon et al.114

(2020) propose an interesting dataset in this field115

named Situated Interactive MultiModal Conver-116

sations (SIMMC) dialog containing multi-modal117

conversations and actions. Frames dataset was pro-118

posed by Asri et al. (2017) to study the role of119

memory in goal-oriented dialogue systems.120

In chit-chat domain, datasets have been released121

to control various aspects of dialogue. Dinan et al.122

(2018) released a chit-chat corpus where topic123

of conversation of grounded on a wikipedia ex-124

tract. Shuster et al. (2018) release a multimodal125

dataset where the conversation is based around an126

image, with persona types assigned to the speak-127

ers. Thus the conversation is both persona and128

image grounded in nature. Another dataset that129

uses persona-profiles to ground conversation is130

PERSONA-CHAT (Zhang et al., 2018). In our131

work we follow the persona format used in this132

paper. We use this data to train a model that injects 133

human like elements to a task-oriented conversa- 134

tion. Few dialogue datasets contain annotations 135

for both task-oriented and chit-chat utterances. For 136

example the task-oriented dialogue corpora con- 137

structed by Rastogi et al. (2020) contains annota- 138

tions for a few chit-chat dialogue acts, but they are 139

limited to light social greetings (e.g., “Thank you!", 140

“Good Bye."). Another recent work by Sun et al. 141

(2020) injects chit-chat utterances to task-oriented 142

data using pre-trained language models. However, 143

these utterances are not grounded to any persona 144

type. In this work we propose a new task of en- 145

hancing the task-oriented responses with persona- 146

grounded chit-chat utterances. We also introduce 147

a deep learning system capable of generating such 148

personalized task-oriented response. 149

3 Dataset Creation 150

We propose a semi-automated dataset creation 151

method to enhance the system response with en- 152

gaging and personalized utterances. Our approach 153

uses minimal manual annotation effort in order to 154

obtain such utterances and is able to produce di- 155

verse personalized responses. We choose the task- 156

oriented dataset MultiWOZ 2.1 (Eric et al., 2019) 157

and enhance its utterances to obtain the dataset D1. 158

Although the creation of this dataset requires low 159

effort, this dataset consists of many inconsistencies 160

and noise. Therefore we select a small subset of 161

this data and remove the noise, fix the inconsisten- 162

cies and add more personalized responses to the ut- 163

terances wherever possible. This small dataset D2 164

is kept for the purpose of fine-tuning deep learning 165

models pre-trained on D12. 166

3.1 Semi-automated Dataset Creation 167

We use the following steps for semi-automated 168

dataset creation: 169

170

3.1.1 Persona Profile Selection: 171

In order to generate persona grounded responses, 172

we first need to assign persona to the user and the 173

agent. We follow the persona format described in 174

Zhang et al. (2018) (PERSONA-CHAT dataset), 175

where persona-profile is a set of statements describ- 176

ing the likes and dislikes of a person that could 177

come up in a conversation. Since MultiWOZ 2.1 178

2Detailed statistics and samples of the dataset is given in
the appendix
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dataset is related to travel and hotel/restaurant book-179

ing domains, we create 61 persona statements that180

would be suitable for these domains. In order to181

select a suitable user persona-profile from the given182

set of persona statements, we use BERT (Devlin183

et al., 2018) sentence similarity score. We use184

the CLS token embedding from pretrained BERT185

(‘bert-base-nli-mean-tokens’) and compute the co-186

sine similarity between each user-utterance in the187

conversation and the persona statements. Out of188

all the persona statements we filter out the state-189

ments having a cosine similarity greater than 0.5190

with any user utterance. From these we select191

top 5 most similar statements to the user utter-192

ances. While doing this we write rules to make193

sure that the persona statements indicating conflict-194

ing preferences do not appear together for the same195

conversation. These selected statements make up196

the user persona-profile. We use the same profile197

as the persona-profile of the agent as well. We198

use this strategy to keep the agent agreeable and199

non-confrontational. A similar strategy is subcon-200

sciously followed by humans as well (Chartrand201

and Bargh, 1999) where humans mirror the man-202

nerisms of each other in a conversation.203

3.1.2 Personalized Utterance Generation:204

Once persona has been assigned to the users,205

the next task is generation of personalized re-206

sponses. Since our system would produce per-207

sonalized responses only when user utters such208

statements first, we first generate personalized user209

responses. To achieve this we train a GPT-2 (Rad-210

ford et al., 2019) model on PERSONA-CHAT211

dataset. Given a persona-profile P of user-1 and212

conversation history H = {u1, v1, ..un, vn} where213

P = {p1, p2, ..., pn}, pi being statement describ-214

ing user preference, uj being jth utterance from215

user-1 and vj being the jth utterance from user-2.216

We prepare input sequence to the model by append-217

ing P and H (we limit the history to previous two218

utterance in the conversation), where each pi is sep-219

arate by a special token ‘<persona>’ and each ui220

and ai are preceded by special tokens ‘<user>’ and221

‘<agent>’ respectively. The entire input sequence222

is preceded by a ‘<startoftext >’ token. Our final223

target sequence is the utterance ui+1. We append224

this to the input sequence as well, preceding it with225

the special token as discussed and appending an226

‘<endoftext >’ token at the end. We train the GPT-227

2 model for causal language modelling using this228

sequence. At the time of inference, only the source229

sequence (consisting of persona-profile and utter- 230

ance history) is fed to the model and the generated 231

token at each step is appended to the source se- 232

quence. This step is repeated until the ‘<endoftext 233

>’ token is generated or some maximum length re- 234

sponse is generated. Doing this we obtain a BLEU 235

score of 0.53 on the PERSONA-CHAT dataset. 236

Next we prepare our MultiWOZ data to gen- 237

erate the personalized user utterances. We use 238

the persona-profile P selected for the user (de- 239

scribed in Section 3.1.1) and take the dialogue his- 240

tory H = {w1, a1, .., wn, an} where wi is the ith 241

user utterance and ai is the ith agent response. As 242

done during training we limit the dialogue history 243

to two utterances. We use the same special token 244

scheme while appending the persona-profile P and 245

dialogue history H . The trained GPT-2 model is 246

then used to generate the next user utterance. To 247

generate the system utterance we follow the same 248

sequence of steps but we replace the last user ut- 249

terance with the utterance generated by the trained 250

model. Once the personalized utterances are gen- 251

erated we join them with the original task-oriented 252

responses using the order given by the arranger 253

module. 254

3.1.3 Arranger Module 255

The generated personalized utterance needs to be 256

joined with the original task-oriented responses. 257

To decide where in the original response the gen- 258

erated utterance needs to be inserted, we train an 259

arranger module that helps us place the utterances 260

in the correct order. To train the arranger module 261

we make use of utterances in both MultiWOZ and 262

PERSONA-CHAT dataset containing multiple sen- 263

tences in an utterance. We randomly sample 10,000 264

utterances that consist of more than one sentence. 265

We obtain another 10,000 samples by jumbling the 266

sequence of these sentences. The utterances with 267

the right order of sentences are labelled ‘correct’ 268

and the utterances with jumbled order are labelled 269

‘incorrect’. We train a BERT model to classify 270

these utterances using 18,000 of the created ut- 271

terances and keep 1,000 each for validation and 272

testing. The trained model is able to classify the 273

utterances into ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ sequence 274

with an F1-Score of 0.84. 275

The generated personalized utterance is placed 276

with the task-oriented response and the sentence 277

order is shuffled. The obtained sequence is passed 278

through the trained model and classified. The order 279

that is classified as ‘correct’ is kept and the rest are 280
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discarded. In this manner the task-oriented user and281

agent utterances are merged with their personalized282

responses.283

3.1.4 Utterance Filter284

Upon observing the utterances obtained, it could be285

seen that they belonged to three categories, (i). En-286

gaging and persona consistent: These utterances287

add to the quality of the task-oriented response288

while being grounded on the assigned persona, (ii).289

Engaging and persona independent: These utter-290

ance enhance the response quality, but are indepen-291

dent from the persona-profile of the agent. (iii).292

Others: These utterances do not add to the quality293

of the original response and can often be incoherent294

and confusing. The utterances that are coherent yet295

conflicting with the persona-profile are also kept in296

this category.297

We manually annotate 2,500 samples from the298

obtained utterances. It was found that out of these299

utterances 745 belong to the Engaging and per-300

sona consistent class, 395 were from the Engaging301

and persona independent class while the remaining302

1,360 samples were from the Others class. Keep-303

ing 2,000 utterances as training sample, 200 as304

validation and 300 as test, we train a BERT clas-305

sifier. The input to the classifier is the combined306

sequence of the persona-profile, utterance by the307

previous speaker and the current utterance. Each of308

these sequences are separated by a BERT special309

token. The F1-Score of the trained classifier on310

test dataset was 0.78. We use this classifier to label311

all the utterances into these three categories. The312

utterances that are assigned the class Others are313

replaced by their original task-oriented utterances,314

while the rest of the utterances are kept as is.315

3.2 Manual dataset creation316

After generating the responses, finding correct or-317

der to arrange them in and filtering out the irrele-318

vant responses, the dataset that remains still con-319

sists of some noise. Since the classifiers used are320

not 100% accurate, the irrelevant responses and321

invalid orders exist. Along with these, the per-322

sona assigned for the conversation does not always323

match and can be irrelevant in many cases. This324

often happens in case of conversations where the325

topic of conversation can span multiple domains.326

Here matching persona statements from one do-327

main can often be over-represented, resulting in328

persona from other domains to be ignored. For ex-329

ample if a conversation spans over the domains of330

Figure 1: Architectural diagram of the proposed model
based on GPT-2, Memory Network and Graph Convo-
lution Network (GCN). Here ‘p’ and ‘n’ are trainable
positive and negative embeddings.

travel and restaurant, often the statements related 331

to travel like ‘i enjoy travelling’, ‘i love visiting 332

museums’ etc. can be selected and those related to 333

food preferences can be left out due to the limit of 334

statements in the persona-profile. 335

We create a small dataset consisting of 2,504 ut- 336

terances, where these issues in the dataset are fixed 337

and wherever possible, engaging persona grounded 338

responses are added. We distribute this task to 3 339

annotators, each having masters degree with profi- 340

ciency in English. A total of 2,504 utternaces from 341

the training set of the created dataset was sampled. 342

The annotators were first asked to read an entire 343

conversation and assign appropriate persona profile 344

of the user that can be inferred by the conversation. 345

Apart from domain specific persona statements we 346

also asked them to add generic and common per- 347

sona statements (like ‘i am a student’, ‘i am old’ 348

etc.) wherever possible. Once persona-profile is 349

assigned the user and system utterances, were mod- 350

ified to make the conversation more interesting but 351

persona grounded. 352

4 Methodology 353

The model consists of five parts (c.f. Figure 1): 354

(i). Causal Language modelling with GPT-2 model, 355

(ii). Memory Network based persona injection, (iii). 356

Graph Encoding, (iv). Reasoning module and (v). 357

Generation with copy mechanism. 358

4.1 Problem Definition 359

Given a conversation history of the form C = 360

{u1, s1, u2, s2, ..., uk}, persona-profile P = 361

{p1, p2, ..., pn} and the knowledge graph triples 362

T = {(h1, r1, t1), (h2, r2, t2), ..., (hn, rn, tn)}, 363

where ui and si are the ith user and system ut- 364

terances respectively, pj is a persona statement de- 365
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scribing the persona of the agent; hi, ri and ti are366

respectively the head concept, relation and tail con-367

cept of the ith triple. The task is to predict the368

next system utterance uk+1 that is grounded on the369

persona-profile P .370

The example below illustrates the task of the sys-371

tem:372

Input Sequence:373

Persona: i own a car, i love travelling with friends,374

i enjoy gambling375

User: am looking for a place to to stay that has376

cheap price range it should be in a type of hotel .377

i’ve been travelling a lot .378

Input Graph: (‘rosa’s bed and breakfast’,379

‘pricerange’, ‘cheap’), (‘the cambridge belfry’,380

‘pricerange’, ‘cheap’)381

Desired Personalized Output: thats great ! i love382

travelling . do you have a specific area you want to383

stay in ?3384

4.2 Causal Language Modelling with GPT-2385

We fine-tune the GPT-2 model (Radford et al.,386

2019) for the causal language modelling task on387

our dataset. The concatenation of persona-profile,388

source and target sequences, each separated by389

their own special tokens (as discussed in sec-390

tion 3.1.2), is fed as the input sequence IP =391

(P,U1, S1, U2, S2...UN , SN ) to the model during392

training . Here, Ui and Si are the ith utterance of393

the user and system. The SN sequence is the target394

sequence to be generated by the system. At each395

decoding step t a hidden representation ht is pro-396

duced containing the previous context and persona397

information. The inference steps are the same as398

described in section 3.1.2.399

4.3 Memory Network based persona injection400

The persona statements used in the dataset can be401

categorized into three types: (i). showing positive402

sentiment of the person towards some entities or403

concepts. Eg: ‘i love train travel’, (ii). showing404

negative sentiment of the person towards some enti-405

ties or concepts. Eg: ‘i find museums boring’, and406

(iii). not showing any sentiment towards any entity407

or concept. Eg: ‘i am a student’.408

We label each of the persona statements used in409

the dataset to positive, negative or neutral depend-410

ing on the sentiment it represents. Next we extract411

all the nouns and adjectives from each statement us-412

3personalized response shown in green, the rest of the
response is task-oriented

ing nltk pos tagger4. For each persona statement we 413

align the nouns and adjectives with their sentiment 414

and obtain the tuple list T = {(t1, s1), ..., (tn, sn)} 415

for a persona-profile, here ti are the nouns and ad- 416

jectives and siϵ{positive, negative, neutral} is 417

the corresponding sentiment. To model the senti- 418

ments in the persona-profiles we make use of an 419

external memory network M and train vpositive, 420

vnegative and vneutral sentiment embeddings. We 421

obtain fastText embeddings for each ti in a persona- 422

profile and multiply it with its sentiment embed- 423

ding vsi to obtain sentiment enriched embeddings 424

mi. For every conversation, the memory network 425

would store the list of sentiment enriched embed- 426

dings M = [m1,m2, ...,mn]. 427

At each decoding step we attend to the the matrix 428

M using the hidden representation ht produced by 429

the model as described by equation 1 and 2. 430

ct =

i=n∑
i=1

αt,imi (1) 431

432
αt,i = softmax(vTa tanh(Wa[ht;mi]) (2) 433

Here va and Wa are trainable weight matrices 434

and ct is the attended memory vector. The attended 435

memory vector is passed through a linear layer and 436

added to ht to obtain the sentiment enriched hidden 437

representation. 438

4.4 Graph Encoding 439

We use the Graph Convolution Network (GCN) 440

Vashishth et al. (2018) for encoding the Knowledge 441

Graph (KG) obtained from background data of the 442

MultoWOZ dataset (knowledge-graph creation and 443

subgraph extraction is explained in detail in section 444

A.2 and A.3 of the appendix ). A non-parametric 445

compositional operation ψ(.) is defined to combine 446

node embedding and relation embedding. Given an 447

input graph G = (V,E) and a GCN with L layer, 448

for each node v ∈ V the node embedding at the 449

l+1th layer is updated by aggregating information 450

from its local neighbours N(v). These neighbours 451

consist of pairs of node u connected with relation 452

r. The hidden representation of node v for l + 1th 453

layer is obtained by the following equations: 454

elv =
1

|N(v)|
∑

(u,r)∈N(v)

W l
Nψ(h

l
u, h

l
v) (3) 455

456
hl+1
v = ReLU(elv +W l

Fh
l
v) (4) 457

4https://www.nltk.org/book/ch05.html
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Experiment Pre-training Fine-tuning Persona Profile BLEU BLEURT PPL METEOR
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✓ ✓ ✓ 12.12 0.449 66 0.253
GPT-2+GCN ✓ ✓ ✓ 11.76 0.442 71 0.230
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✓ ✗ ✓ 10.17 0.431 83 0.214
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✓ ✓ ✗ 10.46 0.433 81 0.226
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✓ ✗ ✗ 9.93 0.428 86 0.207
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✗ ✓ ✓ 4.16 0.226 107 0.112

Table 1: BLEU, BLEURT, Perplexity (PPL) and METEOR scores for the different experiments. The results show
the significance of each module, along with the persona-profile and fine-tuning dataset D2. All the results are
statistically significant with a confidence interval of 95%

In the above equations, hv is initialized by its word458

embedding and hr is initialized by its relation em-459

bedding at layer 0. WL
N and WL

F are trainable460

weight matrices specific to the Lth layer. The461

composition operation is defined as ψ(hu, hr) =462

hu−hr, similar to the TransE model (Bordes et al.,463

2013). The relation embedding is also simultane-464

ously updated following Equation 5.465

hl+1
r =W l

Rh
l
r (5)466

The weight matrix W l
R is also trainable for the467

lth layer. Finally, the node embedding hLGv and468

relation embedding hLGr are obtained from the final469

layer.470

4.5 Reasoning Module471

We adapt the method proposed by Ji et al. (2020)472

to perform reasoning on our knowledge-graph. At473

each decoding step contextual information is used474

along with concept and relation information in the475

knowledge graph to predict the next token. First,476

the nodes in the graph G corresponding to the con-477

cepts in the conversation history is given a score of478

1 and all the unvisited nodes are assigned a score of479

0. The final node score ns(v) of the unvisited node480

v ∈ V is computed by aggregating score from the481

visited nodes u in the neighbour Nin(v) connected482

with a relation r.483

ns(v) = θ(u,v)∈Nin(v)(γns(u) +R(u, r, v) (6)484

In Equation 6 θ is the mean(.) function, γ is the485

discount factor R(u, r, v) is the relevance score of486

the triple obtained by using equation 7487

R(u, r, v) = σ(hT
u,r,vWsimh

LD
t ) (7)488

where, hu,r,v is the concatenation of the final489

GCN layer representation of head, relation and490

tail concepts, hu,r,v = [hLGu ;hLGr ;hLGv ]. All the491

concept ns(v) scores are finally summed up and492

passed through a softmax function.493

P (ct|s < t,G) = softmaxv∈V (ns(v)) (8)494

where ct is the selected node at the tth time-step. 495

The reasoning module, thus, learns to select the 496

correct concept given the current decoder state. 497

4.6 Generation with Copy Mechanism 498

The final generation uses the copy mechanism to 499

either generate a token or copy a concept from 500

the knowledge-graph. A soft gate probability pt is 501

used to weigh the distribution of vocabulary and 502

concepts (See et al., 2017). 503

pt = σ(Wpht) (9) 504

Here, Wp is a trainable weight matrix. The final 505

output distribution is given by the following equa- 506

tion. 507

P (yt|x,G) = ptP (ct|st−1, G)+ (i− pt)P (st|st−1) (10) 508

In the equation 10, yt is the probability distribution 509

of the final output at the tth time-step. s is the 510

context representation obtained from GPT-2; c is 511

the concept representation, given the context and 512

sub-graph G. 513

The model is finally trained to by minimizing 514

the negative log-likelihood of generating the target 515

response sequence ytarget = {y1, y2, y3, ..., yN} 516

given in equation 11 517

L =

N∑
t=1

−logP (ytargett |ytarget<t , x,G) (11) 518

5 Experiments 519

We conduct experiment on our proposed model us- 520

ing our created datasets D1 and D2. In our main 521

experiment we use the dataset D1 for pre-training 522

and once the model is trained, we fine-tune the 523

model using D2. To show the significance of the 524

pre-training step, we obtain results by training our 525

model only on D2. We conduct ablations on our 526

memory network based persona injection module 527
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Experiment Pre-training Fine-tuning Persona Profile PC Adequacy Fluency DB Consistency
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✓ ✓ ✓ 76% 3.24 3.7 60%
GPT-2+GCN ✓ ✓ ✓ 73% 3.09 3.8 63%
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✓ ✗ ✓ 69% 2.93 3.3 61%
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✓ ✓ ✗ 65% 2.88 3.8 58%
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✓ ✗ ✗ 60% 2.61 3.5 60%
GPT-2+MN+GCN ✗ ✓ ✓ 49% 1.98 3.5 24%

Table 2: Manually evaluated Persona Consistency (PC), Adequacy, Fluency and Database Consistency scores for
the different experiments. All the results are statistically significant with a confidence interval of 95%

and highlight its importance. We also perform abla-528

tion on persona-profile and show that the persona-529

profiles help in grounding the responses based on530

persona. The implementation details of the experi-531

ments is elaborated in section A.4 of the appendix.532

5.1 Evaluation Metrics533

We evaluate the results of our experiments using534

both automatic and human evaluation methods 5.535

For automatic evaluation we use: (i) BLEU, (ii).536

BLEURT, (iii) Perplexity (PPL), and (iv). ME-537

TEOR.538

For human evaluation we use the following met-539

rics: (i). Persona Consistency (PC), (ii). Fluency540

(Gra), (iii). Adequacy (Con), and (iv). Database541

Accuracy.542

Three human experts with post-graduate qual-543

ifications were asked to rate 100 responses gen-544

erated from the proposed model. The rating for545

Fluency and Adequacy was done on a Likert scale546

(1 to 5), with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the547

highest. For database accuracy the experts had to548

cross-verify the concepts appearing in the response549

with the database for calculating the accuracy (0%550

to 100%). The experts had to label if a generated551

utterance is consistent with the persona profile, and552

percentage of utterances that were consistent was553

computed for Persona-Consistency. A multi-rater554

Kappa (McHugh, 2012) agreement ratio of approx-555

imately 80% was observed for persona-consistency,556

fluency and adequacy, which may be considered as557

reliable.558

6 Results and Analysis559

The results obtained by automatic and manual560

evaluation are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respec-561

tively. Automatic evaluation shows that fine-tuning562

our model with D2 along with using the persona-563

profile at input gives the best results. Removing564

5Detailed descripion of metrices is given in section A.5 of
the appendix

the fine-tuning step the performance drops by al- 565

most 2 points in terms of BLEU. Similarly remov- 566

ing persona-profile from input sequence drops the 567

BLEU score by 1.36 points. Removing both of 568

these steps results in a big drop in BLEU score ( 569

↓ 2.19 points), giving the lowest score of all the 570

experiments. Similar results can be observed in 571

BLEURT, perplexity and METEOR scores. The 572

removal of our persona-injection memory network 573

results in a slight drop in performance. This is be- 574

cause the system is better able to capture positive 575

and negative sentiments towards an aspect, thus 576

resulting in more accurate persona grounding of re- 577

sponses. The biggest drop in performance in terms 578

of all the metrics occurs on removal of pre-training 579

step. This shows the significance of our automated 580

dataset D1. Although noisy, this dataset is very 581

useful in training the model to understand intents, 582

fetching correct data from the knowledge-graph 583

and generation of coarse personalized response. 584

Manual evaluation confirms the effectiveness of 585

use of persona-profile and fine-tuning (on dataset 586

D2) in terms of persona-consistency and adequacy 587

scores. However adding the persona-injection 588

memory network results in a slight drop in DB- 589

consistency ( ↓ 3 percentage points), even though 590

it results in better persona consistency (↑ 3 percent- 591

age points). The best fluency and DB-consistency 592

is obtained excluding the memory network and 593

using persona-profile and fine-tuning. The impor- 594

tance of pre-training the model onD1 is again high- 595

lighted by huge drop performance w.r.t each evalu- 596

ation metric. The big drop in persona-consistency 597

(↓ 27 percentage points), DB-consistency (↓ 36 598

percentage points) and adequacy (↓ 1.26 points) 599

shows that dataset D2 alone is inadequate for train- 600

ing. The pre-training of our model on D1 is conse- 601

quential in training of GCN module and GPT-2 for 602

implicitly understanding the intent taking actions. 603

Table 3 compares the outputs produced by differ- 604

ent systems, highlighting the importance of each 605

component. In the first example, it can be observed 606
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Input
Persona Profile: [I am a college student , I like historical aritfacts,
I enjoy travelling by trains, I have a lot of money, i love italian food]
user: hi, i’m a student . i would like to visit a museum in the center of town .

Gold agent: cool what is your major ? do you have a particular museum in mind
or would you like suggestions ?

GPT-2+MN+GCN
[without persona

profile]

agent: there are 11 museums in the centre of town. is there a particular type
of museum you are interested in?

GPT-2+MN+GCN
[with persona

profile]

agent: i love history too. there are 23 museums in the centre of town. is there
a particular type of museum you are interested in?

Input Persona Profile: [ I enjoy travelling by trains, I cannot stay without internet]
user: that sounds good , how much is a ticket ?

Gold agent: the price is 12.80 pounds . would you like me to book it ?
GPT-2+MN+GCN

[without fine-tuning]
agent: it is a lot of money. what do you do for a living? the price of the ticket
is 12.80 pounds. would you like me to book it for you?

GPT-2+MN+GCN
[with fine-tuning] agent: the price is 12.80 pounds. would you like me to book it for you?

Input
Persona Profile: [i am a busy person, i do not like train journey, i like jamaican food]
user: alright, can you find me a train to leicester on tuesday after 20:15 ? i hate
travelling by trains.

Gold agent: i am sorry , my mind is not all there today . i have not found a train for you
yet . where are you departing from ? i hate train journey as well .

GPT-2+GCN agent: i love travelling too . i am sorry i could not find the train. where are you
departing from ?

GPT-2+MN+GCN agent: i find train travel difficult . where will you be departing from ?

Table 3: Output quality comparison of our final system with systems trained without persona-profile, fine-tuning or
memory-network

that without using persona-profile as input to the607

model the personalized response is missed in this608

case. When persona-profile is used, the response609

produced is more engaging and persona grounded610

even though different persona aspect (to that of611

gold) is used to produce this response. The num-612

bers produced do not match as the model is inca-613

pable of performing counting operations. In the614

second example we see that without fine-tuning615

the model on D2 the model generates engaging616

response, but it is not completely appropriate for617

a task-oriented agent. After fine-tuning, only the618

task-oriented response is generated which is more619

suitable in this case, as it is not possible or appro-620

priate to produce such remarks at every utterance.621

In the final example, the model without memory-622

network produces response that conflicts with its623

persona-profile. In this case the persona had a624

statement ‘i do not like train journey’, while in re-625

sponse the agent says ‘i love travelling too’. This626

is fixed by the model using memory-network based627

persona injection, and the agent response (‘i find628

train travel difficult’) becomes consistent with the629

persona-profile.630

The current method suffers from database mis-631

match problem where the entities produced do not632

match the entities in the gold sequence, but still633

fulfill the user request. As shown in the first exam-634

ple of Table 3, the model could generate responses 635

that are personalized but use different persona state- 636

ment from that of gold sequence. These are some 637

factors that reduce the performance of the system 638

even while generating valid utterances. 639

7 Conclusion 640

In this paper we propose a new task of enhancing 641

the response of task-oriented system to make it 642

more engaging and personalized. The agent should 643

thus be able to produce response that are persona- 644

grounded and task-specific at the same time. We 645

present a novel semi-automated dataset creation 646

method that modifies the MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset by 647

assigning persona and rewriting the responses. The 648

new responses are more personalized and interest- 649

ing while still being task-oriented. A small subset 650

of this new dataset is cleaned and modified manu- 651

ally. We also propose a deep learning model that 652

makes use of GPT-2, GCN and Memory-Network 653

to model this agent. Through different evaluations 654

and experiments we show the effectiveness of our 655

datasets and models. 656

In future it would be interesting to explore sys- 657

tems that can easily adapt to new personas and new 658

task domains. 659
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8 Ethical Declaration660

We use two freely available datasets to create our661

new dataset. These datasets have only been used662

for the purpose of academic research. The dataset663

created in this work will be made available only664

after filling and signing an agreement declaring that665

the data will be used only for research purposes.666

The annotation for manual evaluations was done667

by human experts, who are the regular employee668

of our research group. There are no other issues to669

declare.670
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A Appendix787

A.1 Dataset Details788

Dataset Dialogues Utterances Enhanced
Utterances

D1 10,907 143,048 24,226
D2 367 2,504 491

Table 4: Detailed statistic of the semi-automaically cre-
ated dataset D1 and manually created dataset D2

A.2 Knowledge Graph Creation789

The MultiWOZ dataset contains the database of790

booking information of all the domains. The791

database consists of dictionaries for each entry, the792

key of which is treated as relations (edges) and793

the values as concepts (nodes). The name value in794

the dictionary is used as the head node in ‘restau-795

rant’, ‘hotel’ and ‘attraction’ database. The rest796

of the values are related to the head node with the797

relation given by the dictionary keys of the corre-798

sponding values. For taxi database, all the values in799

the key taxi_types are connected with all the keys800

in taxi_colors with the relation being taxi_colors801

between them. In training database, the value under802

key trainID is treated as head for each item, and all803

other values in the dictionary are connected to the804

head with the relation being the respective key in805

the dictionary.806

Finally, all the graphs are represented together807

(for each dataset) asGtotal = (Vtotal, Etotal) where808

Vtotal and Etotal are the vertices and edges of the 809

graph. Total concepts (nodes) in the final knowl- 810

edge graph is 3,803; and total relation types in the 811

knowledge graph is 26. 812

A.3 Sub-graph Extraction 813

Since the original knowledge graph Gtotal is huge, 814

we select a sub-graph G w.r.t the context of the 815

conversation to feed to the GCN. Part-of-Speech 816

(PoS) tagging is done by Spacy6 for all the user 817

utterances in the conversation history. We first 818

filter out the stop-words from the user utterances 819

of the conversation text and store all the nouns, 820

verbs, adjectives and numbers in a list L. From the 821

knowledge graph Gtotal, we extract all the vertices 822

with value matching any item in L and store it in V . 823

Selecting each vertex we select all the neighbouring 824

nodes and add it to the list L, and V . Using all 825

the vertices V and the edges between them as E 826

(relations between concepts) we form the sub-graph 827

G = (V,E). 828

A.4 Implementation Details 829

We use the small version of GPT-2 consisting of 12 830

layers, 768 dimension hidden state and 12 attention 831

heads. The GCN used in our experiment consists 832

of 2 layers. We limit the number of triples to 120 833

during sub-graph extraction, and context size (dia- 834

logue history) to 2 previous utterances by the user. 835

Length of the generated response is limited to 150 836

tokens. Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) 837

was used to train the model with the values of β1 838

= 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and ϵ = 1 × 106. To obtain the 839

concept embedding during training, we use GPT-2, 840

while we train a separate embedding for the rela- 841

tion type. The dimension of the relation embedding 842

is kept as 768 to match the embedding dimension 843

produced by GPT-2-small. FastText embeddings 844

(Mikolov et al., 2018) are used to represent the 845

words in the memory network. The best model is 846

selected based on the obtained BLEU score on the 847

validation set. All the implementations are done 848

using pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019) library. The 849

huggingface implementation of GPT-2 is used in 850

our experiments. 851

A.5 Evaluation Metrics Details 852

(i). BLEU: We compute and report BLEU scores 853

against the ground truth response. This score could 854

be treated as a measure of content preservation 855

6https://spacy.io
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from the input. (ii). Perplexity: We compute per-856

plexity (PPL) to measure how likely the occurrence857

of a sentence is. Lower the perplexity, higher the858

probability of occurrence. (iii). BLEURT: It is ma-859

chine learning-based automatic evaluation metric860

(Sellam et al., 2020) that has the ability to capture861

non-trivial semantic similarities between sentences.862

Its value varies roughly between 0 and 1; where863

0 signifies random output and 1 denotes perfect864

match. We use BLEURT-20 checkpoint to com-865

pute the score7. (iv). METEOR: Meteor consid-866

ers exact word (unigram) mapping, followed by867

stemmed-word matching, and finally synonym and868

paraphrase matching for computation of score with869

a reference document.870

(i). Persona Consistency (PC): It measures the871

percentage of generated responses that are consis-872

tent to the persona-profile (ii). Fluency (Gra): It873

measures the grammatical correctness of the re-874

sponse. (iii). Adequacy (Con): It measures if the875

information in the predicted output is semantically876

same as that of ground truth. (iv). Database Ac-877

curacy: For every concept generated at the output,878

it measures the percentage of other concepts ap-879

pearing along with them and is consistent with the880

database.881

7code found in the link: https://github.com/
google-research/bleurt
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